Chart 1A. GOD’S CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE, INCLUDING THE EARTH AND THE FIRST TWO PEOPLE,
AND HIS PRIMARY PURPOSE IN IT ALL
[Genesis 1:1 – 3:24]
[Genesis 1:1 – 3:6a]
1A1. GOD:
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1A2. THE
NATURE OF GOD:
His attributes

Infinite, unique, perfect,
spiritual, relational, generous
and purposeful
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1A3. God’s primary purpose in all of His creation:
To express His own nature forever,
beginning especially on Earth by making Himself known to people worldwide, and through them as they responded to Him

1A4. God’s nature expressed as power:
God created and sustained
the whole universe

1A6. God’s nature expressed as love:
God “blessed” the people, sea creatures, birds and the
seventh day, and abundantly provided for all life on Earth

1A5. God’s nature expressed as perfection:
Everything God created was
absolutely flawless

1A7. GOD’S
NATURE
EXPRESSED:
This was God’s
primary purpose
for the universe
and especially for
Earth and its
people
and creatures

1A8. God’s commitment to the two original people, a man and a woman, Adam and Eve:
God was interacting with them in a direct and intimate relationship, making Himself known TO them

1A11. God’s roles for Adam and Eve:
They were sharing with God in accomplishing His primary purpose,
as He made Himself known THROUGH them by:(a) Being “made in the image and likeness of God”
(b) Enjoying LIFE freely in relationship with God
(c) Demonstrating God’s declared blessing upon them by:(i) being able to procreate and increase in number
(ii) “subduing” the Earth, including caring for the Garden of Eden
(iii) ruling over all of the creatures

1A9. God’s gifts to Adam and Eve:
God was fully providing for them to have LIFE
(both physical and spiritual)
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1A12. God’s warning to Adam and Eve:
When they did NOT obey God’s one requirement,
His gift of LIFE would be replaced by death (both physical and spiritual)

1A10. God’s one requirement for Adam and Eve:
God commanded them NOT to eat the fruit of the
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil

1A13. GOD’S
NATURE TO BE
EXPRESSED TO
AND THROUGH
PEOPLE:
God’s
commitment to
Adam and Eve
and His roles
for them

